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Abstract
Collections are commonly implemented as libraries by data
structure experts, and are relied on heavily by application de-
velopers. The expert’s task is to implement awide range of col-
lections, and the application developer’s task is to pick an ap-
propriate collection for each usage scenario. The design space
for collections is huge, as data structures in practice imple-
ment not only their semantics, but also several performance-
related concerns like memory layout and (im)mutability.

This paper presents C♭, pronounced “C-flat”, a novel way
to implement collections that lets experts implement the se-
mantics of a collection data structure, in a way that is de-
coupled from its data representation. This simplifies collec-
tion implementation, and allows a collection’s performance
to be tuned, for example, moving from a dense to a sparse
representation, without changing its abstract specification.

We describe C♭, both abstractly and in terms of a specific
prototype implementation in Java. We use our prototype
implementation to show that C♭ is expressive enough to im-
plement common collections, that the code is straightforward,
and that the performance of C♭ collections is close to Java’s
standard collections for most operations, and much higher
for some.
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1 Introduction
This paper presents a novel approach to implementing col-
lection data structures. Different collections have different
strengths and weaknesses with respect to performance un-
der different usage scenarios. For example, although equi-
valent from the abstract data-type point of view (because
they support the same operations), array lists offer constant-
time lookup, but suffer from linear complexity for insertion
and removal at the front or in the middle of a list, whereas
linked lists offer constant-time prepend and append, but linear
time lookup. Optimising a collection to improve performance
therefore commonly amounts to replacing one concrete im-
plementation of an abstract data type with another, e.g., using
an ArrayList instead of a LinkedList in Java.

The novel approach taken in this paper is driven by a desire
to separate functional and non-functional concerns (we focus
on run time and memory required) for collections. This sim-
plifies their respective implementation, and allows collections
to be optimised without touching the “business logic” satisfy-
ing the functional requirements. We propose an approach for
constructing collection data structures where each collection
(a front-end) is implemented against an abstract representa-
tion of memory (a cursor) that can be freely combined with
different back-ends, which implement the actual physical stor-
age of data. When front-ends and back-ends are combined
freely, non-functional properties (performance and memory
required) can be picked according to application needs, while
functional properties remain invariant. As a consequence
of this modular design, development of a new back-end al-
lows the creation of as many new collections as there are
front-ends, and bug fixes or performance improvements in
one back-end or front-end is enjoyed by all combinations that
rely on it.

This paper makes the following contributions.
1. We propose a novel approach to implementing collec-

tion data structures, which separates the functional
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requirements from the non-functional requirements,
and allows these to vary independent of each other.
The same back-end can serve different front-ends, e.g.,
lists, trees, matrices, etc. The same front-end can use
different back-ends, e.g., array-based, dense, sparse, etc.
We describe this approach in Sec. 2.

2. We define a simple language for expressing a collec-
tion’s logical representation, fromwhich a compiler can
generate a cursor (Sec. 2.3) that translates operations on
the logical representation (in the front-end, Sec. 2.2) to
the physical representation (on the back-end, Sec. 2.4).

3. We present a prototype implementation of our ideas
in Java, including several front-ends and back-ends,
without needing to extend the Java language, or requir-
ing extra compilation steps other than using Java’s an-
notation processing. This implementation is described
in Sec. 3.

4. We evaluate our ideas qualitatively in Sec. 4.1 through
the implementation of several front-ends (that imple-
ment existing Java abstract collection interfaces like
List and HashMap) and several back-ends. In particular,
we show the low complexity of code in C♭ front-ends.

5. We evaluate our ideas quantitatively in Sec. 4.2 and
Sec. 4.3 through a performance comparison between
combination of front-ends and back-ends with concrete
counterparts in JDK 1.8. In particular, we demonstrate
that the performance of C♭ collections can be close to
the Java collections, which have been developed over
many years. We also show that in the performance can
be tuned to greatly improve performance of specific
use cases, like sparse matrix multiplication.

2 C♭ in a Nutshell
In traditional data structure implementation, a collection’s
operations and physical representation – and hence perform-
ance considerations – are conflated. C♭ untangles these as-
pects by letting the programmer express the behaviour in
terms of operations on a logical representation of memory,
using a cursor, which are translated into operations on the
physical representation.

For a library implementer, C♭ shifts the problem of provid-
ing a versatile set of collections to providing a versatile set
of front-ends that target specific functional requirements
and a set of back-ends that target specific non-functional
requirements, which can then be combined for a multitude
of different scenarios. Thus, a library implementer might
provide back-ends that trade memory for performance, or
the other way around. The library implementer could rely
on traditional collections to implement back-ends, but since
back-ends have a very limited interface, implementing back-
ends from scratch is significantly simpler than implementing
collections with rich interfaces.

For an application programmer, using C♭ libraries is in-
distinguishable from traditional libraries, except when the
existing set of libraries is not enough. If additional function-
ality is sought, she can develop new front-ends that provide
additional user-facing operations while relying on the exist-
ing back-ends for efficient storage. If existing back-ends do
not meet performance requirements, she can implement a
new specialised back-end and use it with the existing front-
ends, knowing that the latter are operationally unaffected
(but hopefully perform better).

Additionally, the clear separation between front-end and
back-end lowers the barrier for performance optimisations
such as changing the back-end of a collection at run-time
based on profiling data. A modern language built with C♭
might easily support this as part of a JIT’ing infrastructure.

2.1 Design Overview
This section describes the design of C♭. A C♭ collection con-
sists of three components:

1. a front-end that implements some abstract interface,
such as a list, tree or matrix;

2. a back-end that implements how the memory that front-
ends require will be physically stored in memory—for
instance, as an array, a tree, or a sparse matrix; and

3. a cursor that connects the front-end with the back-end
without tying the implementation of either to the other.
This is key to freely combining any front-end with any
back-end.

C♭ collections are restricted to collections whose spines
can be described as trees. This guarantees the existance of a
unique path to every element in the collection. The interface
between the front-end and back-end is expressed in terms
of such paths. Back-ends present data as trees to the front-
end, but may store the data in a different form. Changing
how elements are stored in a collection without touching its
front-end is a core contribution of this work.

For concreteness, consider the two collections in Fig. 1. To
the left is a list represented as a 1-ary tree where each node
holds an element. To the right, a matrix is represented as a
2-ary tree whose right branch holds a row and whose left
branch holds the remaining columns of the matrix.

Because of the imposed tree shape constraint, the path from
the root of the outermost tree to any element in a collection
is unique. If, in the list, we name each recursive edge in the
tree next and the edge leading to the payload elem, then, to
get to the value 3, the path is next.elem. In the matrix, if we
call each recursive edge leading to a new row row, each edge
traversing further into a row col, and each edge leading to a
number elem, the path row.col.col.elem takes us to the value 5.
Logically, a C♭ back-end is a map from paths to storage

locations which may or may not hold a value. To access the
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2
<latexit sha1_base64="UvHRwXoMthl8Y5o1Z/v/UCC3R8c=">AAAB6HicbZC7SwNBEMbn4ivGV9TSZjEIVuEujTZi0MYyAfOA5Ah7m7lkzd7esbsnhCNgb2OhiK3/jL2d/42bR6HRDxZ+fN8MOzNBIrg2rvvl5FZW19Y38puFre2d3b3i/kFTx6li2GCxiFU7oBoFl9gw3AhsJwppFAhsBaPrad66R6V5LG/NOEE/ogPJQ86osVa90iuW3LI7E/kL3gJKlx+FiwcAqPWKn91+zNIIpWGCat3x3MT4GVWGM4GTQjfVmFA2ogPsWJQ0Qu1ns0En5MQ6fRLGyj5pyMz92ZHRSOtxFNjKiJqhXs6m5n9ZJzXhuZ9xmaQGJZt/FKaCmJhMtyZ9rpAZMbZAmeJ2VsKGVFFm7G0K9gje8sp/oVkpe27Zq3ul6hXMlYcjOIZT8OAMqnADNWgAA4RHeIYX5855cl6dt3lpzln0HMIvOe/f6mmOgA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ay2GCi5qPQgUYBUud/UFZVZl5kc=">AAAB6HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxltcb1FLm8UgWIXdNNqIQRvLBMwFkiXMTs4mY2Znl5lZISx5AhsLRWz1YextxLdxcik08YeBj/8/hznnBAlnSrvut5VbWV1b38hv2lvbO7t7hf2DhopTSbFOYx7LVkAUciawrpnm2Eokkijg2AyG15O8eY9SsVjc6lGCfkT6goWMEm2sWrlbKLoldypnGbw5FC8/7Ivk/cuudgufnV5M0wiFppwo1fbcRPsZkZpRjmO7kypMCB2SPrYNChKh8rPpoGPnxDg9J4yleUI7U/d3R0YipUZRYCojogdqMZuY/2XtVIfnfsZEkmoUdPZRmHJHx85ka6fHJFLNRwYIlczM6tABkYRqcxvbHMFbXHkZGuWS55a8mlesXMFMeTiCYzgFD86gAjdQhTpQQHiAJ3i27qxH68V6nZXmrHnPIfyR9fYD2/iP9A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ay2GCi5qPQgUYBUud/UFZVZl5kc=">AAAB6HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxltcb1FLm8UgWIXdNNqIQRvLBMwFkiXMTs4mY2Znl5lZISx5AhsLRWz1YextxLdxcik08YeBj/8/hznnBAlnSrvut5VbWV1b38hv2lvbO7t7hf2DhopTSbFOYx7LVkAUciawrpnm2Eokkijg2AyG15O8eY9SsVjc6lGCfkT6goWMEm2sWrlbKLoldypnGbw5FC8/7Ivk/cuudgufnV5M0wiFppwo1fbcRPsZkZpRjmO7kypMCB2SPrYNChKh8rPpoGPnxDg9J4yleUI7U/d3R0YipUZRYCojogdqMZuY/2XtVIfnfsZEkmoUdPZRmHJHx85ka6fHJFLNRwYIlczM6tABkYRqcxvbHMFbXHkZGuWS55a8mlesXMFMeTiCYzgFD86gAjdQhTpQQHiAJ3i27qxH68V6nZXmrHnPIfyR9fYD2/iP9A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RGaQ37V8j6G9v2Y/XFNdsiJmyvQ=">AAAB6HicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmIzGxInc0UhJtLCGRjwQuZG+Zg5W9vcvungm58AtsLDTG1p9k579xgSsUfMkkL+/NZGZekAiujet+O4Wt7Z3dveJ+6eDw6PikfHrW0XGqGLZZLGLVC6hGwSW2DTcCe4lCGgUCu8H0buF3n1BpHssHM0vQj+hY8pAzaqzUqg3LFbfqLkE2iZeTCuRoDstfg1HM0gilYYJq3ffcxPgZVYYzgfPSINWYUDalY+xbKmmE2s+Wh87JlVVGJIyVLWnIUv09kdFI61kU2M6Imole9xbif14/NWHdz7hMUoOSrRaFqSAmJouvyYgrZEbMLKFMcXsrYROqKDM2m5INwVt/eZN0alXPrXotr9K4zeMowgVcwjV4cAMNuIcmtIEBwjO8wpvz6Lw4787HqrXg5DPn8AfO5w97MYyz</latexit>

4
<latexit sha1_base64="HiGn5kDxnaRVWDuYS9HlGFcpY/E=">AAAB6HicbZC7SwNBEMbnfMbzFbW0WQyCVbgTQRsxaGOZgHlAcoS9zVyyZm/v2N0TQgjY21goYus/Y2/nf+PmUWjiBws/vm+GnZkwFVwbz/t2lpZXVtfWcxvu5tb2zm5+b7+mk0wxrLJEJKoRUo2CS6wabgQ2UoU0DgXWw/7NOK8/oNI8kXdmkGIQ067kEWfUWKty1s4XvKI3EVkEfwaFq0/38hEAyu38V6uTsCxGaZigWjd9LzXBkCrDmcCR28o0ppT1aRebFiWNUQfDyaAjcmydDokSZZ80ZOL+7hjSWOtBHNrKmJqens/G5n9ZMzPRRTDkMs0MSjb9KMoEMQkZb006XCEzYmCBMsXtrIT1qKLM2Nu49gj+/MqLUDst+l7Rr/iF0jVMlYNDOIIT8OEcSnALZagCA4QneIFX5955dt6c92npkjPrOYA/cj5+AO1xjoI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="66Ql+7xqAt7R8+08cYwdUliVe08=">AAAB6HicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3GW9Wlm2ARXJVEBN2IRTcuW7AXaEOZTE/asZNJmJkIJfQJ3LhQxK0+jHs34ts4vSy09YeBj/8/hznnBAlnSrvut5VbWl5ZXcuv2xubW9s7hd29uopTSbFGYx7LZkAUciawppnm2Ewkkijg2AgG1+O8cY9SsVjc6mGCfkR6goWMEm2s6mmnUHRL7kTOIngzKF5+2BfJ+5dd6RQ+292YphEKTTlRquW5ifYzIjWjHEd2O1WYEDogPWwZFCRC5WeTQUfOkXG6ThhL84R2Ju7vjoxESg2jwFRGRPfVfDY2/8taqQ7P/YyJJNUo6PSjMOWOjp3x1k6XSaSaDw0QKpmZ1aF9IgnV5ja2OYI3v/Ii1E9Knlvyql6xfAVT5eEADuEYPDiDMtxABWpAAeEBnuDZurMerRfrdVqas2Y9+/BH1tsP3wCP9g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="66Ql+7xqAt7R8+08cYwdUliVe08=">AAAB6HicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3GW9Wlm2ARXJVEBN2IRTcuW7AXaEOZTE/asZNJmJkIJfQJ3LhQxK0+jHs34ts4vSy09YeBj/8/hznnBAlnSrvut5VbWl5ZXcuv2xubW9s7hd29uopTSbFGYx7LZkAUciawppnm2Ewkkijg2AgG1+O8cY9SsVjc6mGCfkR6goWMEm2s6mmnUHRL7kTOIngzKF5+2BfJ+5dd6RQ+292YphEKTTlRquW5ifYzIjWjHEd2O1WYEDogPWwZFCRC5WeTQUfOkXG6ThhL84R2Ju7vjoxESg2jwFRGRPfVfDY2/8taqQ7P/YyJJNUo6PSjMOWOjp3x1k6XSaSaDw0QKpmZ1aF9IgnV5ja2OYI3v/Ii1E9Knlvyql6xfAVT5eEADuEYPDiDMtxABWpAAeEBnuDZurMerRfrdVqas2Y9+/BH1tsP3wCP9g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1dgLDchUQooX3Yga+yBXG7R24Jg=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipeT0oV9yquwBZJ15OKpCjMSh/9YcxSyOUhgmqdc9zE+NnVBnOBM5K/VRjQtmEjrBnqaQRaj9bHDojF1YZkjBWtqQhC/X3REYjradRYDsjasZ61ZuL/3m91IQ3fsZlkhqUbLkoTAUxMZl/TYZcITNiagllittbCRtTRZmx2ZRsCN7qy+ukfVX13KrX9Cr12zyOIpzBOVyCBzWowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8AfjmMtQ==</latexit>

5
<latexit sha1_base64="bUy6uIeIQ7IqTtQWUuiSpoa9MPk=">AAAB6HicbZC7SwNBEMbnfMbzFbW0WQyCVbgTRBsxaGOZgHlAcoS9zVyyZm/v2N0TQgjY21goYus/Y2/nf+PmUWjiBws/vm+GnZkwFVwbz/t2lpZXVtfWcxvu5tb2zm5+b7+mk0wxrLJEJKoRUo2CS6wabgQ2UoU0DgXWw/7NOK8/oNI8kXdmkGIQ067kEWfUWKty1s4XvKI3EVkEfwaFq0/38hEAyu38V6uTsCxGaZigWjd9LzXBkCrDmcCR28o0ppT1aRebFiWNUQfDyaAjcmydDokSZZ80ZOL+7hjSWOtBHNrKmJqens/G5n9ZMzPRRTDkMs0MSjb9KMoEMQkZb006XCEzYmCBMsXtrIT1qKLM2Nu49gj+/MqLUDst+l7Rr/iF0jVMlYNDOIIT8OEcSnALZagCA4QneIFX5955dt6c92npkjPrOYA/cj5+AO71joM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CdJLFWsECg9SJVUAiJn0mrBhsI0=">AAAB6HicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3GW9Wlm2ARXJVEEN2IRTcuW7AXaEOZTE/asZNJmJkIJfQJ3LhQxK0+jHs34ts4vSy09YeBj/8/hznnBAlnSrvut5VbWl5ZXcuv2xubW9s7hd29uopTSbFGYx7LZkAUciawppnm2Ewkkijg2AgG1+O8cY9SsVjc6mGCfkR6goWMEm2s6mmnUHRL7kTOIngzKF5+2BfJ+5dd6RQ+292YphEKTTlRquW5ifYzIjWjHEd2O1WYEDogPWwZFCRC5WeTQUfOkXG6ThhL84R2Ju7vjoxESg2jwFRGRPfVfDY2/8taqQ7P/YyJJNUo6PSjMOWOjp3x1k6XSaSaDw0QKpmZ1aF9IgnV5ja2OYI3v/Ii1E9Knlvyql6xfAVT5eEADuEYPDiDMtxABWpAAeEBnuDZurMerRfrdVqas2Y9+/BH1tsP4ISP9w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CdJLFWsECg9SJVUAiJn0mrBhsI0=">AAAB6HicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3GW9Wlm2ARXJVEEN2IRTcuW7AXaEOZTE/asZNJmJkIJfQJ3LhQxK0+jHs34ts4vSy09YeBj/8/hznnBAlnSrvut5VbWl5ZXcuv2xubW9s7hd29uopTSbFGYx7LZkAUciawppnm2Ewkkijg2AgG1+O8cY9SsVjc6mGCfkR6goWMEm2s6mmnUHRL7kTOIngzKF5+2BfJ+5dd6RQ+292YphEKTTlRquW5ifYzIjWjHEd2O1WYEDogPWwZFCRC5WeTQUfOkXG6ThhL84R2Ju7vjoxESg2jwFRGRPfVfDY2/8taqQ7P/YyJJNUo6PSjMOWOjp3x1k6XSaSaDw0QKpmZ1aF9IgnV5ja2OYI3v/Ii1E9Knlvyql6xfAVT5eEADuEYPDiDMtxABWpAAeEBnuDZurMerRfrdVqas2Y9+/BH1tsP4ISP9w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="d6HMJ4bEsNMcO6Tb4H3Xf/wxYCs=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0kEqceiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipeT0oV9yquwBZJ15OKpCjMSh/9YcxSyOUhgmqdc9zE+NnVBnOBM5K/VRjQtmEjrBnqaQRaj9bHDojF1YZkjBWtqQhC/X3REYjradRYDsjasZ61ZuL/3m91IQ3fsZlkhqUbLkoTAUxMZl/TYZcITNiagllittbCRtTRZmx2ZRsCN7qy+ukfVX13KrX9Cr12zyOIpzBOVyCBzWowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8Af72Mtg==</latexit>

6
<latexit sha1_base64="7Y/qvk84MZocDb2MlNa1EPkxjS4=">AAAB6HicbZC7SwNBEMbnfMbzFbW0WQyCVbizUBsxaGOZgHlAcoS9zVyyZm/v2N0TQgjY21goYus/Y2/nf+PmUWjiBws/vm+GnZkwFVwbz/t2lpZXVtfWcxvu5tb2zm5+b7+mk0wxrLJEJKoRUo2CS6wabgQ2UoU0DgXWw/7NOK8/oNI8kXdmkGIQ067kEWfUWKty1s4XvKI3EVkEfwaFq0/38hEAyu38V6uTsCxGaZigWjd9LzXBkCrDmcCR28o0ppT1aRebFiWNUQfDyaAjcmydDokSZZ80ZOL+7hjSWOtBHNrKmJqens/G5n9ZMzPRRTDkMs0MSjb9KMoEMQkZb006XCEzYmCBMsXtrIT1qKLM2Nu49gj+/MqLUDst+l7Rr/iF0jVMlYNDOIIT8OEcSnALZagCA4QneIFX5955dt6c92npkjPrOYA/cj5+APB5joQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5dfPa/dX5VxLHomdVIU/51fwATA=">AAAB6HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxltcb1FLm8UgWIVdC7URgzaWCZgLJEuYnZxNxszOLjOzQljyBDYWitjqw9jbiG/j5FJo4g8DH/9/DnPOCRLOlHbdbyu3tLyyupZftzc2t7Z3Crt7dRWnkmKNxjyWzYAo5ExgTTPNsZlIJFHAsREMrsd54x6lYrG41cME/Yj0BAsZJdpY1dNOoeiW3ImcRfBmULz8sC+S9y+70il8trsxTSMUmnKiVMtzE+1nRGpGOY7sdqowIXRAetgyKEiEys8mg46cI+N0nTCW5gntTNzfHRmJlBpGgamMiO6r+Wxs/pe1Uh2e+xkTSapR0OlHYcodHTvjrZ0uk0g1HxogVDIzq0P7RBKqzW1scwRvfuVFqJ+UPLfkVb1i+QqmysMBHMIxeHAGZbiBCtSAAsIDPMGzdWc9Wi/W67Q0Z8169uGPrLcf4giP+A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5dfPa/dX5VxLHomdVIU/51fwATA=">AAAB6HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxltcb1FLm8UgWIVdC7URgzaWCZgLJEuYnZxNxszOLjOzQljyBDYWitjqw9jbiG/j5FJo4g8DH/9/DnPOCRLOlHbdbyu3tLyyupZftzc2t7Z3Crt7dRWnkmKNxjyWzYAo5ExgTTPNsZlIJFHAsREMrsd54x6lYrG41cME/Yj0BAsZJdpY1dNOoeiW3ImcRfBmULz8sC+S9y+70il8trsxTSMUmnKiVMtzE+1nRGpGOY7sdqowIXRAetgyKEiEys8mg46cI+N0nTCW5gntTNzfHRmJlBpGgamMiO6r+Wxs/pe1Uh2e+xkTSapR0OlHYcodHTvjrZ0uk0g1HxogVDIzq0P7RBKqzW1scwRvfuVFqJ+UPLfkVb1i+QqmysMBHMIxeHAGZbiBCtSAAsIDPMGzdWc9Wi/W67Q0Z8169uGPrLcf4giP+A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="te0aqm9J18It6BQUrUIrdEeo/gM=">AAAB6HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe4sjGXQxjIB8wHJEfY2c8mavb1jd08IR36BjYUitv4kO/+Nm+QKTXww8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RQ2Nre2d4q7pb39g8Oj8vFJW8epYthisYhVN6AaBZfYMtwI7CYKaRQI7ASTu7nfeUKleSwfzDRBP6IjyUPOqLFS83pQrrhVdwGyTrycVCBHY1D+6g9jlkYoDRNU657nJsbPqDKcCZyV+qnGhLIJHWHPUkkj1H62OHRGLqwyJGGsbElDFurviYxGWk+jwHZG1Iz1qjcX//N6qQlv/IzLJDUo2XJRmApiYjL/mgy5QmbE1BLKFLe3EjamijJjsynZELzVl9dJ+6rquVWv6VXqt3kcRTiDc7gED2pQh3toQAsYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4AgUGMtw==</latexit>

7
<latexit sha1_base64="Xx/UlyfsJJ4lpuvGMJ1YyeBtA/E=">AAAB6HicbZC7SwNBEMbn4ivGV9TSZjEIVuHOJjZi0MYyAfOA5Ah7m7lkzd7esbsnhCNgb2OhiK3/jL2d/42bR6HRDxZ+fN8MOzNBIrg2rvvl5FZW19Y38puFre2d3b3i/kFTx6li2GCxiFU7oBoFl9gw3AhsJwppFAhsBaPrad66R6V5LG/NOEE/ogPJQ86osVa90iuW3LI7E/kL3gJKlx+FiwcAqPWKn91+zNIIpWGCat3x3MT4GVWGM4GTQjfVmFA2ogPsWJQ0Qu1ns0En5MQ6fRLGyj5pyMz92ZHRSOtxFNjKiJqhXs6m5n9ZJzXhuZ9xmaQGJZt/FKaCmJhMtyZ9rpAZMbZAmeJ2VsKGVFFm7G0K9gje8sp/oXlW9tyyV/dK1SuYKw9HcAyn4EEFqnADNWgAA4RHeIYX5855cl6dt3lpzln0HMIvOe/f8f2OhQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="otqICdZARzhNaioJe1/6+s5w0dM=">AAAB6HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxltcb1FLm8UgWIVdm9iIQRvLBMwFkiXMTs4mY2Znl5lZISx5AhsLRWz1YextxLdxcik08YeBj/8/hznnBAlnSrvut5VbWV1b38hv2lvbO7t7hf2DhopTSbFOYx7LVkAUciawrpnm2Eokkijg2AyG15O8eY9SsVjc6lGCfkT6goWMEm2sWrlbKLoldypnGbw5FC8/7Ivk/cuudgufnV5M0wiFppwo1fbcRPsZkZpRjmO7kypMCB2SPrYNChKh8rPpoGPnxDg9J4yleUI7U/d3R0YipUZRYCojogdqMZuY/2XtVIfnfsZEkmoUdPZRmHJHx85ka6fHJFLNRwYIlczM6tABkYRqcxvbHMFbXHkZGmclzy15Na9YuYKZ8nAEx3AKHpShAjdQhTpQQHiAJ3i27qxH68V6nZXmrHnPIfyR9fYD44yP+Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="otqICdZARzhNaioJe1/6+s5w0dM=">AAAB6HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxltcb1FLm8UgWIVdm9iIQRvLBMwFkiXMTs4mY2Znl5lZISx5AhsLRWz1YextxLdxcik08YeBj/8/hznnBAlnSrvut5VbWV1b38hv2lvbO7t7hf2DhopTSbFOYx7LVkAUciawrpnm2Eokkijg2AyG15O8eY9SsVjc6lGCfkT6goWMEm2sWrlbKLoldypnGbw5FC8/7Ivk/cuudgufnV5M0wiFppwo1fbcRPsZkZpRjmO7kypMCB2SPrYNChKh8rPpoGPnxDg9J4yleUI7U/d3R0YipUZRYCojogdqMZuY/2XtVIfnfsZEkmoUdPZRmHJHx85ka6fHJFLNRwYIlczM6tABkYRqcxvbHMFbXHkZGmclzy15Na9YuYKZ8nAEx3AKHpShAjdQhTpQQHiAJ3i27qxH68V6nZXmrHnPIfyR9fYD44yP+Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7jP+nH9GJ7L+gfafT4aJONH6+Us=">AAAB6HicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmIzGxInc2UBJtLCGRjwQuZG+Zg5W9vcvungm58AtsLDTG1p9k579xgSsUfMkkL+/NZGZekAiujet+O4Wt7Z3dveJ+6eDw6PikfHrW0XGqGLZZLGLVC6hGwSW2DTcCe4lCGgUCu8H0buF3n1BpHssHM0vQj+hY8pAzaqzUqg3LFbfqLkE2iZeTCuRoDstfg1HM0gilYYJq3ffcxPgZVYYzgfPSINWYUDalY+xbKmmE2s+Wh87JlVVGJIyVLWnIUv09kdFI61kU2M6Imole9xbif14/NWHdz7hMUoOSrRaFqSAmJouvyYgrZEbMLKFMcXsrYROqKDM2m5INwVt/eZN0bqqeW/VaXqVxm8dRhAu4hGvwoAYNuIcmtIEBwjO8wpvz6Lw4787HqrXg5DPn8AfO5w+CxYy4</latexit>

8
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Figure 1. A list and a matrix represented as trees. The rep-
resentation of these is an implementation detail with a wide
range of choices. C♭ front-ends are implemented in terms of
a logical representation which may be mapped to different
physical representations, c.f., Fig. 4.

element at row 1, column 2 in the matrix in Fig. 1, the front-
end would ask for the datum at row.col.col.elem, which ab-
stractly describes how to move through the matrix to obtain
the requested element.
Because each path is unique and enumerable, an imple-

mentation can represent each path by an integer1. The proto-
type implementation in this paper takes this approach. This
compact representation allows efficient implementation of
the back-ends, and maps directly to indices of certain back-
ends. For example, the path row.col.col.elem is (regardless of
the back-end’s implementation) mapped to 5, which would
be the expected index if the back-end was implemented as
one big array. How a path maps to an index in the general
case is specified in Sec. 2.3.
Having given a high-level idea of what C♭ is about, we

are now ready to go into details on the three ingredients –
front-ends, cursors, and back-ends.

2.2 Front-Ends: A Collection’s Operations
Front-ends express their operations in terms of the abstract
paths introduced in the previous section. Importantly, by
using abstract paths, front-ends do not specify how the internal
representation will be actually layed out in memory; layout
is the job of the back-end. What abstract paths are legal for
a front-end is controlled by a C♭ expression, which can be
thought of as a small grammar for generating valid paths,
abstract locations where data may be stored.
Tab. 1 shows the syntax of C♭ expressions, along with a

few examples and their interpretations. C♭ expressions come
1Other options for expressing the interface between front-ends and back-
ends exist. Sec. 6 describes cases where using integers has disadvantages,
and how to make back-ends that overcome these disadvantages.

Table 1. (Left) C♭ syntax. S, S1, S ′, . . . denote step names, e.g.,
next, left. (Right) Examples.

C ::= (C♭ expression.)
| * (S ) → S ′ Repeat S unboundedly, then S ′.
| *N(S) → S ′ Repeat S upto N times, then S ′.
| ∥ (A1, . . . , An ) Pick one alternative in {A1, . . . , An }.

C♭ Expression Meaning
* (next) → elem List
*7(next) → elem List, length ≤ 7.
*
(
∥
(
left, right

) )
→ elem Binary tree.

* (*7(child) → pick) → elem 7-ary tree.
*3(row) →*3(col) → elem 3x3 matrix.

in three forms: unbounded repetitions*(. . .) → . . ., bounded
repetitions *N( . . . ) → . . ., and disjunctions ∥ ( . . . , . . . ).
C♭ expressions serve two important purposes. First, they let
a programmer define and capture the abstract representation
of the collection that she will rely on to implement the col-
lection’s behaviour. Second, they allow straightforward code
generation of cursors, i.e., the glue code that lets front-ends
and back-ends communicate.
A partial implementation of a list collection, Sequence, is

found in Fig. 2. As it relies heavily on cursors, it makes sense
to first look at it briefly and then return to it after Sec. 2.3.

2.3 Cursors: The Interface between Front-Ends and
Back-Ends

Consider a binary tree data structure, described by the expres-
sion *(∥ (left, right)) → elem. A back-end must implement
how to map all paths (e.g. left.left.elem, or right.elem)
matching the expression to data, by providing a way to store
and retrieve data at a path. As a back-end can provide stor-
age for any front-end, it cannot assume knowledge of the
front-end’s C♭ expression. To break the seeming dependency
that back-ends have on the C♭ expression they are hosting
data for, we use a concept that we call cursors. A cursor can
be thought of as a feature-rich iterator object synthesised to
work with a particular abstract representation.

A front-end developer manipulates a cursor to construct
paths: she instantiates a cursor object, which is initialised to
refer to the root of the data structure, and then calls “step
methods” on the cursor instance to iterate through the data
structure. Step methods advance a cursor according to the
C♭ expression by following a “field” (one can think of calling
a step method as appending to a path). For example, a cursor
for the expression *(next) → elem has a step method next()

that advances the cursor by one step each time it is called.
When the cursor reaches a position of interest, the program-
mer can ask the back-end to store or to retrieve data stored
at that location. Fig. 2 shows examples of this in the add()

method, where the set() operation is used directly on the
back-end, without committing to a particular representation
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@Cflat("*(next)->elem") // Generates the SequenceCursor
class Sequence<T> implements java.util.List {

private Backend<T> data; // The back−end (†)
// The cursor abstracting the back−end:
SequenceCursor tail = new SequenceCursor();

boolean add(T obj) {

// Store elem at the current cursor location:
data.set(this.tail.elem(), obj);

// Position cursor after new element:
tail.next();

return true; // part of java.util.List interface
}

boolean contains(Object obj) {

// return whether any element equals obj
return data.nonNullIndices().findAny((T)obj) != -1;

}

}

Figure 2. Programming against a logical representation: Se-
quence (important methods).

(c.f., Sec. 2.4). Sometimes, multiple or temporary cursors are
useful, e.g., when copying elements between data structures.
An implementation of C♭ is free to choose how to map

paths to back-end locations—our implementation follows the
convention that disjunctions map each of their inner subex-
pressions to consecutive integer ranges: ∥ (FALSE,TRUE)would
map FALSE to 0, TRUE to 1; ∥ (*7(NEXT) → GET, NONE) would
map the 7 choices in the left subexpression to the range [0, 6],
and NONE to 7. Repetitions (using the * operator) use an en-
coding similar to an array-based implementation of a binary
heap: no traversals of the repeating subexpression map to 0,
one traversal maps to the next N locations, two traversals to
the next N 2 locations, etc. Using integers to represent paths
is useful because it makes back-ends have an interface that
is easily implemented and optimised.

The cursor class also has convenience methods that move
the cursor back one step. For instance, if next() advances
the cursor by one step, next_back() will move it one step
back. For trees, left_back() will move the cursor back to the
parent node.

Even though a collection is abstractly described as a tree,
movement or iteration over its elements is not constrained by
the tree-shape. For example, column-wise iteration is possible
in amatrix, just as onewould expect. The performance of such
operations depends on the choice of back-end. As an example
of a step method, consider the left() method of a binary
tree cursor (from the expression *(∥ (left, right)) → elem).
Fig. 3 shows part of the code generated automatically in our
C♭ prototype. (Returning this permits call chaining.)

For caseswhere a C♭ expression contains unbounded subex-
pressions, integer indexing is no longer sufficient. Consider
the expression *(row) → *(col) → elem. As each row has

public BinTreeCursor left() {

this.pos = this.pos * 2 + 1;

return this;

}

Figure 3. A step method that advances a binary tree cursor
to its left child.

a potentially infinite number of values, there is no specific
integer that would denote a node in any row except the first.
That is to say, that the paths col . . . col all would have a
defined index; row.col . . . col however would not. An imple-
mentation of C♭ has several options to handle expressions
with unbounded subexpressions2. Our implementation cur-
rently picks the simplest one and refuses to accept expressions
with unbounded subexpressions. Instead, the front-end de-
veloper can use two simpler cursors (equal in shape to the
sequence’s cursor) together with a back-end that contains
back-ends, where each inner back-end represents a row. This
corresponds to the view of the matrix as an array containing
arrays (the type in Java would be T[][] for some element type
T). While this might seem overly limiting, and while investig-
ating other options has merit, nested back-ends (c.f., Sec. 2.4.2)
unlock useful possibilities for back-end implementers.

2.4 Back-Ends: Controlling the Storage of Elements
Back-ends are data structures that map paths to locations
storing values. Depending on how the data field is instan-
tiated on Line † in Fig. 2, the sequence will perform storage
differently, but its behaviour is invariant. Looking at Fig. 1,
one might think that a linked data structure is not a good
representation for a matrix, as accessing a value in the matrix
would have the complexityO(rows+columns). Luckily, back-
ends are at liberty to implement the physical storage of data
in any way they want, regardless of the front-end’s logical
representation (the dashed-boxes in Fig. 1). For instance, the
matrix could be stored as a single array, or an array of ar-
rays. It could also be represented as a sparse matrix that only
2Option 1: Projecting the expression at runtime. An implementation can
require a maximum value for the number of columns at runtime. This means
that the implementation views the expression as really defining a family
of C♭ expressions, with a limited number of columns: ∀C ∈ N,* (row) →
*C(col) → elem, whereC is picked appropriately by the data structure’s
front end at runtime. The integer that the path row.col.col.elem would
map to with C columns picked at runtime would be 1 ∗ C + 2 – skipping
all the C indices reserved for the first row and picking the col.col child
of the second row. Option 2: Using multi-dimensional coordinates. An imple-
mentation can also represent a cursor in such a data structure as a tuple
of integers that denote the consecutive children that were picked at each
node; the expression row.col.col.elem would be represented as the
multi-dimensional index [1, 2] (meaning 1 × row, 2 × col). Back-ends could
use integer arrays as position arguments, or the tuple could be converted
to a single integer using a reversible N2 ↔ N mapping. Arrays would have
extra allocation costs and mappings would not work equally well for all data
structures, which is why we do not explore this option here.
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(c) The tree in (a) using a hash map back-end. This is more space-
efficient for sparse data sets than the array back-end.

0 1 2 3 4 7

(d) The tree in (a) using a sorted-array back-end. This is even more
space efficient than a map, has excellent iteration performance, but
costly inserts.

Figure 4. A collection’s front-end can be connected to differ-
ent representations, for performance.

stores the non-empty cells. If none of the existing back-ends
work well for an algorithm, a user can implement her own
back-end – and reuse it with any front-end.
Back-ends must map locations to values in a consistent

fashion: storing a value at the location corresponding to a
path and subsequently accessing the same location should
always give the same result. Below, we discuss different ways
in which one might consider implementing back-ends.

2.4.1 Flat Back-Ends
Flat back-ends are back-ends that store application data, as
opposed to nested back-ends that store back-ends (Sec. 2.4.2).
This section gives a brief overview of important back-ends,
but we introduce more in the evaluation.

Dense/Sparse Back-Ends The memory requirement of a
dense back-end grows with the range of the input. For ex-
ample, an array-based back-end (see Fig. 4b) maps paths to
consecutive storage locations, allowing paths to be used dir-
ectly as array indices. This gives fast random access, fast
iteration over values in a back-end, and effective utilisation
of cache-locality and hardware prefetching.

A downside of dense back-ends generally, and array-based
back-ends specifically, is that even unused array cells use
memory. Consider the binary tree in Fig. 4b: the tree ismapped
onto the array, but values that are not present in the tree still
require memory to store null references. This characteristic
can make an array-based back-end a bad fit for sparse collec-
tions where only few values are defined with large gaps in
between. An example of such a sparse data structure is the
hash-map implementation in Sec. 4.1.2.

In contrast, the memory requirement of a sparse back-end
depends on the number of non-null values stored in it, not
their location. For example, a hash map-based back-end (that
stores the values as values of a hash map that uses the loca-
tions as keys3, see Fig. 4c), sorted array backend (that stores
the values in an array in index order and the values’ locations
in a parallel integer array, see Fig. 4d), or trie-based backend
(not drawn, but it divides the key into 4 consecutive bytes and
uses those bytes as indices into a lazily initialised 256-ary tree
for fast random access, but relatively high upfront memory
requirements) keep track of storage locations in use, making
them consume memory proportional only to the number of
values stored.

Mutable/Immutable Back-Ends Immutable back-ends
never change their data; instead, modifying operations return
updated versions of the back-end. Immutable back-ends sup-
port efficient implementation of copying the entire back-end:
the identity function. For example, if data is frequently copied
across threads to avoid data races, using an immutable back-
end may be advantageous. In C♭, a data structure developer
can easily implement collections that can be switched from
mutable to immutable by their user by simply employing an
immutable back-end. There are several different strategies for
implementing immutable versions of data structures [Okasaki
1996]. The immutable data structure that we use to imple-
ment an immutable back-end in our prototype is a Compressed
Hash-Array Mapped Prefix Tree (CHAMP), [Steindorfer and

3In Java such a hash map with integer keys can be faster than a hash map
with a generic key. If a hash map in Java has a generic type parameter for the
key type, this implies that the keys are represented as references to objects of
the Integer class, rather than compact primitive int values.
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Vinju 2015]. This data structure is a map, and is therefore
well-suited for sparse data.

2.4.2 Nested Back-Ends
A nested back-end has elements which are also back-ends.
They may give more freedom to implement useful data lay-
outs than using the back-ends outlined above.
To illustrate, consider a R × C matrix: it could be imple-

mented by using a flat back-end as storage, and – assuming
row major order (WLOG) – the front-end would map the
first row’s data to the indices [0..R), the second row’s data
to the indices [R..2 · R), etc. But at this point, the front-end
would, once again, hard-code the data layout and the front-
end would now forever be forced to represent its data in
row-major order. This problem can be avoided by nesting
back-ends. Using nested back-ends, a user can implement a
matrix front-end that looks as if it was a row-major matrix,
yet still supply it with a back-end that will in fact implement a
physical column-major layout (or more complicated layouts,
like sparse matrices).
All the flat back-ends (like the ones presented up to this

point) can be used as nested back-ends, where there is one
outer back-end containing back-ends representing rows of
data. Examples would be an array-back-end containing array-
back-ends for dense data (Fig. 5a), or a map-based back-end
containing array-back-ends as an optimisation for use cases
where most rows are empty. Even though flat back-ends can
be combined to form nested back-ends, there can be nested
back-ends that do not represent their internal rows as separate,
disjoint, back-ends.

As a trivial example, consider a n×mmatrix that is mapped
onto a single large array of size n ×m (Fig. 5b). This layout
could not be produced by using a flat back-end that con-
tains other flat back-ends, as this would lead to an array that
contains references to disjoint arrays. Such a back-end could,
however, be still implemented by implementing a nested back-
end directly, that for each row access returns a view of the
inner large array that implements all operations of a back-
end. Each view would store the row index r it represents, and
accessing a location c of a row would then access the location
r ·m + c in the large array.

One non-trivial example are certain sparse matrix data
structures (we implement the so-called compressed sparse row
format of a sparse matrix [Buluç et al. 2009]) that can serve
as a nested back-end using views. Accessing any value in this
row view will, in fact, access the sparse matrix representa-
tion. Fig. 5c depicts this idea: the nested back-end contains a
reference to a sparse matrix. Rows are, again, just views onto
parts of the data structure.

Nested back-ends have the advantage that layout optimisations
can be “global”: empty columns in our sparse matrix based
nested storage consume no memory at all, and empty rows
consume very little. They can also be helpful to avoid pointer
indirections, as Fig. 5 shows. Yet, they still are compatible with

code that uses flat storages. This is important: the sequence
data structure we implement in Sec. 4.1.1 can, for instance,
be used to turn a row view of a matrix into a list, permitting
a front-end developer to operate on a nested back-end’s rows
using algorithms like java.util.Collections.sort, that are
defined with the list interface. For example, this lets a front-
end developer sort rows of any data structure by composing
code, rather than writing her own sort implementation.
This concludes our high-level introduction to C♭: a separa-
tion of collection data structures into two components glued
together by a third. Programmers use C♭ expressions to cap-
ture the logical representation of data in a collection, and
program against this logical structure in the front-end. The
same expressions are used to generate glue code to connect
the front-end to a back-end. Back-ends can be implemen-
ted freely, as long as they support consistent mapping from
paths to values. For many logical strucutures, it is possible to
represent paths as integers, which facilitates efficient imple-
mentation. Next, we describe our prototype implementation
that we use to evaluate our ideas in practice.

3 Prototype Implementation
We implement C♭ on top of Java, together with a selection of
back-ends. Our implementation of C♭ is using Java’s annota-
tion framework. Specifically,we do not rely on amodified Java
compiler, rather just use tools that are available in a standard
Java environment. We embed C♭ expressions in Java code
through Java annotations. Our C♭ prototype consists of two
major parts:

1. An annotation processor that processes C♭ expressions
at compile time and turns them into “Cursor classes”,
Java classes that let a user express paths in the C♭ lan-
guage, see Sec. 3.1.

2. A library of back-end implementations. These imple-
mentations implement a common interface that provides
ways to set and access data at a cursor-defined location,
as well as iterate over data, see Sec. 3.3.

3.1 C♭ Expressions and The Java Annotation
Processor

A Java annotation processor is a user-defined class that picks
up annotations as code is being compiled. The annotation
processor can then generate code that will be available dur-
ing the compilation phase of a Java project. For C♭, a user
can annotate a Java class with an annotation to describe the
class’ logical shape, it’s cursor logic. For example, a front-
end for a hash map contains consecutive key/value tuples.
Its shape is described as @Cflat("*(tuple)->|(key,value)")
class MapFlat { ... }.

Cursor Classes and Iteration Upon compiling this pro-
gram, the Java compiler will hand the C♭ expression to our
annotation processor, which in turn generates a cursor class.
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nested back-end
<latexit sha1_base64="xIvKqdCOH8fMSgYvUPGfdTSpSV0=">AAAB+HicbVA9TwJBEN3DL8QPTi1tNhITG8kdjZZEG0tM5CMBQvb2Btiwt3fZnTPBC7/ExkJjbP0pdv4bF7hCwZdM8vLezO7MCxIpDHret1PY2Nza3inulvb2Dw7L7tFxy8Sp5tDksYx1J2AGpFDQRIESOokGFgUS2sHkdu63H0EbEasHnCbQj9hIiaHgDK00cMsKDEJIA8Ynl6DCgVvxqt4CdJ34OamQHI2B+9ULY55GoJBLZkzX9xLsZ0yj4BJmpV5qILGPsxF0LVUsAtPPFovP6LlVQjqMtS2FdKH+nshYZMw0CmxnxHBsVr25+J/XTXF43c+ESlIExZcfDVNJMabzFGgoNHCUU0sY18LuSvmYacbRZlWyIfirJ6+TVq3qe1X/vlap3+RxFMkpOSMXxCdXpE7uSIM0CScpeSav5M15cl6cd+dj2Vpw8pkT8gfO5w9P6pLX</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xIvKqdCOH8fMSgYvUPGfdTSpSV0=">AAAB+HicbVA9TwJBEN3DL8QPTi1tNhITG8kdjZZEG0tM5CMBQvb2Btiwt3fZnTPBC7/ExkJjbP0pdv4bF7hCwZdM8vLezO7MCxIpDHret1PY2Nza3inulvb2Dw7L7tFxy8Sp5tDksYx1J2AGpFDQRIESOokGFgUS2sHkdu63H0EbEasHnCbQj9hIiaHgDK00cMsKDEJIA8Ynl6DCgVvxqt4CdJ34OamQHI2B+9ULY55GoJBLZkzX9xLsZ0yj4BJmpV5qILGPsxF0LVUsAtPPFovP6LlVQjqMtS2FdKH+nshYZMw0CmxnxHBsVr25+J/XTXF43c+ESlIExZcfDVNJMabzFGgoNHCUU0sY18LuSvmYacbRZlWyIfirJ6+TVq3qe1X/vlap3+RxFMkpOSMXxCdXpE7uSIM0CScpeSav5M15cl6cd+dj2Vpw8pkT8gfO5w9P6pLX</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xIvKqdCOH8fMSgYvUPGfdTSpSV0=">AAAB+HicbVA9TwJBEN3DL8QPTi1tNhITG8kdjZZEG0tM5CMBQvb2Btiwt3fZnTPBC7/ExkJjbP0pdv4bF7hCwZdM8vLezO7MCxIpDHret1PY2Nza3inulvb2Dw7L7tFxy8Sp5tDksYx1J2AGpFDQRIESOokGFgUS2sHkdu63H0EbEasHnCbQj9hIiaHgDK00cMsKDEJIA8Ynl6DCgVvxqt4CdJ34OamQHI2B+9ULY55GoJBLZkzX9xLsZ0yj4BJmpV5qILGPsxF0LVUsAtPPFovP6LlVQjqMtS2FdKH+nshYZMw0CmxnxHBsVr25+J/XTXF43c+ESlIExZcfDVNJMabzFGgoNHCUU0sY18LuSvmYacbRZlWyIfirJ6+TVq3qe1X/vlap3+RxFMkpOSMXxCdXpE7uSIM0CScpeSav5M15cl6cd+dj2Vpw8pkT8gfO5w9P6pLX</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xIvKqdCOH8fMSgYvUPGfdTSpSV0=">AAAB+HicbVA9TwJBEN3DL8QPTi1tNhITG8kdjZZEG0tM5CMBQvb2Btiwt3fZnTPBC7/ExkJjbP0pdv4bF7hCwZdM8vLezO7MCxIpDHret1PY2Nza3inulvb2Dw7L7tFxy8Sp5tDksYx1J2AGpFDQRIESOokGFgUS2sHkdu63H0EbEasHnCbQj9hIiaHgDK00cMsKDEJIA8Ynl6DCgVvxqt4CdJ34OamQHI2B+9ULY55GoJBLZkzX9xLsZ0yj4BJmpV5qILGPsxF0LVUsAtPPFovP6LlVQjqMtS2FdKH+nshYZMw0CmxnxHBsVr25+J/XTXF43c+ESlIExZcfDVNJMabzFGgoNHCUU0sY18LuSvmYacbRZlWyIfirJ6+TVq3qe1X/vlap3+RxFMkpOSMXxCdXpE7uSIM0CScpeSav5M15cl6cd+dj2Vpw8pkT8gfO5w9P6pLX</latexit>

···
<latexit sha1_base64="C/ThE3LO0bsU2xdfe5suNCnJ9S4=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDabTbt2kw27E6GE/gcvHhTx6v/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKUw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61jco04y2mpNLdgBouRcJbKFDybqo5jQPJO8H4duZ3nrg2QiUPOEm5H9NhIiLBKFqp3WehQjOo1ty6OwdZJV5BalCgOah+9UPFspgnyCQ1pue5Kfo51SiY5NNKPzM8pWxMh7xnaUJjbvx8fu2UnFklJJHSthIkc/X3RE5jYyZxYDtjiiOz7M3E/7xehtG1n4skzZAnbLEoyiRBRWavk1BozlBOLKFMC3srYSOqKUMbUMWG4C2/vEraF3XPrXv3l7XGTRFHGU7gFM7BgytowB00oQUMHuEZXuHNUc6L8+58LFpLTjFzDH/gfP4ArlePLw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="C/ThE3LO0bsU2xdfe5suNCnJ9S4=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDabTbt2kw27E6GE/gcvHhTx6v/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKUw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61jco04y2mpNLdgBouRcJbKFDybqo5jQPJO8H4duZ3nrg2QiUPOEm5H9NhIiLBKFqp3WehQjOo1ty6OwdZJV5BalCgOah+9UPFspgnyCQ1pue5Kfo51SiY5NNKPzM8pWxMh7xnaUJjbvx8fu2UnFklJJHSthIkc/X3RE5jYyZxYDtjiiOz7M3E/7xehtG1n4skzZAnbLEoyiRBRWavk1BozlBOLKFMC3srYSOqKUMbUMWG4C2/vEraF3XPrXv3l7XGTRFHGU7gFM7BgytowB00oQUMHuEZXuHNUc6L8+58LFpLTjFzDH/gfP4ArlePLw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="C/ThE3LO0bsU2xdfe5suNCnJ9S4=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDabTbt2kw27E6GE/gcvHhTx6v/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKUw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61jco04y2mpNLdgBouRcJbKFDybqo5jQPJO8H4duZ3nrg2QiUPOEm5H9NhIiLBKFqp3WehQjOo1ty6OwdZJV5BalCgOah+9UPFspgnyCQ1pue5Kfo51SiY5NNKPzM8pWxMh7xnaUJjbvx8fu2UnFklJJHSthIkc/X3RE5jYyZxYDtjiiOz7M3E/7xehtG1n4skzZAnbLEoyiRBRWavk1BozlBOLKFMC3srYSOqKUMbUMWG4C2/vEraF3XPrXv3l7XGTRFHGU7gFM7BgytowB00oQUMHuEZXuHNUc6L8+58LFpLTjFzDH/gfP4ArlePLw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="C/ThE3LO0bsU2xdfe5suNCnJ9S4=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDabTbt2kw27E6GE/gcvHhTx6v/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKUw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61jco04y2mpNLdgBouRcJbKFDybqo5jQPJO8H4duZ3nrg2QiUPOEm5H9NhIiLBKFqp3WehQjOo1ty6OwdZJV5BalCgOah+9UPFspgnyCQ1pue5Kfo51SiY5NNKPzM8pWxMh7xnaUJjbvx8fu2UnFklJJHSthIkc/X3RE5jYyZxYDtjiiOz7M3E/7xehtG1n4skzZAnbLEoyiRBRWavk1BozlBOLKFMC3srYSOqKUMbUMWG4C2/vEraF3XPrXv3l7XGTRFHGU7gFM7BgytowB00oQUMHuEZXuHNUc6L8+58LFpLTjFzDH/gfP4ArlePLw==</latexit>

(a) A nested back-end, constructed from
flat back-ends (array back-ends, in this
case).

nested back-end (6x6)
<latexit sha1_base64="zXSr289gu3fccY5ybK8GZqIddpE=">AAAB/nicbVBNS8NAEN34WetXVDx5WSxCPViSHqrHohePFewHtKFsNpN26WYTdjdiCQX/ihcPinj1d3jz37htc9DWBwOP92aYmecnnCntON/Wyura+sZmYau4vbO7t28fHLZUnEoKTRrzWHZ8ooAzAU3NNIdOIoFEPoe2P7qZ+u0HkIrF4l6PE/AiMhAsZJRoI/XtYwFKQ4B9QkcXIAJcrj3Wzvt2yak4M+Bl4uakhHI0+vZXL4hpGoHQlBOluq6TaC8jUjPKYVLspQoSs4IMoGuoIBEoL5udP8FnRglwGEtTQuOZ+nsiI5FS48g3nRHRQ7XoTcX/vG6qwysvYyJJNQg6XxSmHOsYT7PAAZNANR8bQqhk5lZMh0QSqk1iRROCu/jyMmlVK65Tce+qpfp1HkcBnaBTVEYuukR1dIsaqIkoytAzekVv1pP1Yr1bH/PWFSufOUJ/YH3+AFhblGg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zXSr289gu3fccY5ybK8GZqIddpE=">AAAB/nicbVBNS8NAEN34WetXVDx5WSxCPViSHqrHohePFewHtKFsNpN26WYTdjdiCQX/ihcPinj1d3jz37htc9DWBwOP92aYmecnnCntON/Wyura+sZmYau4vbO7t28fHLZUnEoKTRrzWHZ8ooAzAU3NNIdOIoFEPoe2P7qZ+u0HkIrF4l6PE/AiMhAsZJRoI/XtYwFKQ4B9QkcXIAJcrj3Wzvt2yak4M+Bl4uakhHI0+vZXL4hpGoHQlBOluq6TaC8jUjPKYVLspQoSs4IMoGuoIBEoL5udP8FnRglwGEtTQuOZ+nsiI5FS48g3nRHRQ7XoTcX/vG6qwysvYyJJNQg6XxSmHOsYT7PAAZNANR8bQqhk5lZMh0QSqk1iRROCu/jyMmlVK65Tce+qpfp1HkcBnaBTVEYuukR1dIsaqIkoytAzekVv1pP1Yr1bH/PWFSufOUJ/YH3+AFhblGg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zXSr289gu3fccY5ybK8GZqIddpE=">AAAB/nicbVBNS8NAEN34WetXVDx5WSxCPViSHqrHohePFewHtKFsNpN26WYTdjdiCQX/ihcPinj1d3jz37htc9DWBwOP92aYmecnnCntON/Wyura+sZmYau4vbO7t28fHLZUnEoKTRrzWHZ8ooAzAU3NNIdOIoFEPoe2P7qZ+u0HkIrF4l6PE/AiMhAsZJRoI/XtYwFKQ4B9QkcXIAJcrj3Wzvt2yak4M+Bl4uakhHI0+vZXL4hpGoHQlBOluq6TaC8jUjPKYVLspQoSs4IMoGuoIBEoL5udP8FnRglwGEtTQuOZ+nsiI5FS48g3nRHRQ7XoTcX/vG6qwysvYyJJNQg6XxSmHOsYT7PAAZNANR8bQqhk5lZMh0QSqk1iRROCu/jyMmlVK65Tce+qpfp1HkcBnaBTVEYuukR1dIsaqIkoytAzekVv1pP1Yr1bH/PWFSufOUJ/YH3+AFhblGg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zXSr289gu3fccY5ybK8GZqIddpE=">AAAB/nicbVBNS8NAEN34WetXVDx5WSxCPViSHqrHohePFewHtKFsNpN26WYTdjdiCQX/ihcPinj1d3jz37htc9DWBwOP92aYmecnnCntON/Wyura+sZmYau4vbO7t28fHLZUnEoKTRrzWHZ8ooAzAU3NNIdOIoFEPoe2P7qZ+u0HkIrF4l6PE/AiMhAsZJRoI/XtYwFKQ4B9QkcXIAJcrj3Wzvt2yak4M+Bl4uakhHI0+vZXL4hpGoHQlBOluq6TaC8jUjPKYVLspQoSs4IMoGuoIBEoL5udP8FnRglwGEtTQuOZ+nsiI5FS48g3nRHRQ7XoTcX/vG6qwysvYyJJNQg6XxSmHOsYT7PAAZNANR8bQqhk5lZMh0QSqk1iRROCu/jyMmlVK65Tce+qpfp1HkcBnaBTVEYuukR1dIsaqIkoytAzekVv1pP1Yr1bH/PWFSufOUJ/YH3+AFhblGg=</latexit>

row views
<latexit sha1_base64="Xn48vQPwRdAx/rOg6y8ovC2xEbk=">AAAB8HicbVDLTgJBEJz1ifhCPXqZSEw8kV0ueiR68YiJPAxsyOzQCxPmsZmZhZANX+HFg8Z49XO8+TcOsAcFK+mkUtWd7q4o4cxY3//2Nja3tnd2C3vF/YPDo+PSyWnTqFRTaFDFlW5HxABnEhqWWQ7tRAMREYdWNLqb+60xaMOUfLTTBEJBBpLFjBLrpCetJnjMYGJ6pbJf8RfA6yTISRnlqPdKX92+oqkAaSknxnQCP7FhRrRllMOs2E0NJISOyAA6jkoiwITZ4uAZvnRKH8dKu5IWL9TfExkRxkxF5DoFsUOz6s3F/7xOauObMGMySS1IulwUpxxbheff4z7TQC2fOkKoZu5WTIdEE2pdRkUXQrD68jppViuBXwkequXabR5HAZ2jC3SFAnSNauge1VEDUSTQM3pFb572Xrx372PZuuHlM2foD7zPH+1akHg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Xn48vQPwRdAx/rOg6y8ovC2xEbk=">AAAB8HicbVDLTgJBEJz1ifhCPXqZSEw8kV0ueiR68YiJPAxsyOzQCxPmsZmZhZANX+HFg8Z49XO8+TcOsAcFK+mkUtWd7q4o4cxY3//2Nja3tnd2C3vF/YPDo+PSyWnTqFRTaFDFlW5HxABnEhqWWQ7tRAMREYdWNLqb+60xaMOUfLTTBEJBBpLFjBLrpCetJnjMYGJ6pbJf8RfA6yTISRnlqPdKX92+oqkAaSknxnQCP7FhRrRllMOs2E0NJISOyAA6jkoiwITZ4uAZvnRKH8dKu5IWL9TfExkRxkxF5DoFsUOz6s3F/7xOauObMGMySS1IulwUpxxbheff4z7TQC2fOkKoZu5WTIdEE2pdRkUXQrD68jppViuBXwkequXabR5HAZ2jC3SFAnSNauge1VEDUSTQM3pFb572Xrx372PZuuHlM2foD7zPH+1akHg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Xn48vQPwRdAx/rOg6y8ovC2xEbk=">AAAB8HicbVDLTgJBEJz1ifhCPXqZSEw8kV0ueiR68YiJPAxsyOzQCxPmsZmZhZANX+HFg8Z49XO8+TcOsAcFK+mkUtWd7q4o4cxY3//2Nja3tnd2C3vF/YPDo+PSyWnTqFRTaFDFlW5HxABnEhqWWQ7tRAMREYdWNLqb+60xaMOUfLTTBEJBBpLFjBLrpCetJnjMYGJ6pbJf8RfA6yTISRnlqPdKX92+oqkAaSknxnQCP7FhRrRllMOs2E0NJISOyAA6jkoiwITZ4uAZvnRKH8dKu5IWL9TfExkRxkxF5DoFsUOz6s3F/7xOauObMGMySS1IulwUpxxbheff4z7TQC2fOkKoZu5WTIdEE2pdRkUXQrD68jppViuBXwkequXabR5HAZ2jC3SFAnSNauge1VEDUSTQM3pFb572Xrx372PZuuHlM2foD7zPH+1akHg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Xn48vQPwRdAx/rOg6y8ovC2xEbk=">AAAB8HicbVDLTgJBEJz1ifhCPXqZSEw8kV0ueiR68YiJPAxsyOzQCxPmsZmZhZANX+HFg8Z49XO8+TcOsAcFK+mkUtWd7q4o4cxY3//2Nja3tnd2C3vF/YPDo+PSyWnTqFRTaFDFlW5HxABnEhqWWQ7tRAMREYdWNLqb+60xaMOUfLTTBEJBBpLFjBLrpCetJnjMYGJ6pbJf8RfA6yTISRnlqPdKX92+oqkAaSknxnQCP7FhRrRllMOs2E0NJISOyAA6jkoiwITZ4uAZvnRKH8dKu5IWL9TfExkRxkxF5DoFsUOz6s3F/7xOauObMGMySS1IulwUpxxbheff4z7TQC2fOkKoZu5WTIdEE2pdRkUXQrD68jppViuBXwkequXabR5HAZ2jC3SFAnSNauge1VEDUSTQM3pFb572Xrx372PZuuHlM2foD7zPH+1akHg=</latexit>

(b) A hypothetical back-end that organises
its rows in consecutive ranges of an array.

nested back-end
<latexit sha1_base64="xIvKqdCOH8fMSgYvUPGfdTSpSV0=">AAAB+HicbVA9TwJBEN3DL8QPTi1tNhITG8kdjZZEG0tM5CMBQvb2Btiwt3fZnTPBC7/ExkJjbP0pdv4bF7hCwZdM8vLezO7MCxIpDHret1PY2Nza3inulvb2Dw7L7tFxy8Sp5tDksYx1J2AGpFDQRIESOokGFgUS2sHkdu63H0EbEasHnCbQj9hIiaHgDK00cMsKDEJIA8Ynl6DCgVvxqt4CdJ34OamQHI2B+9ULY55GoJBLZkzX9xLsZ0yj4BJmpV5qILGPsxF0LVUsAtPPFovP6LlVQjqMtS2FdKH+nshYZMw0CmxnxHBsVr25+J/XTXF43c+ESlIExZcfDVNJMabzFGgoNHCUU0sY18LuSvmYacbRZlWyIfirJ6+TVq3qe1X/vlap3+RxFMkpOSMXxCdXpE7uSIM0CScpeSav5M15cl6cd+dj2Vpw8pkT8gfO5w9P6pLX</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xIvKqdCOH8fMSgYvUPGfdTSpSV0=">AAAB+HicbVA9TwJBEN3DL8QPTi1tNhITG8kdjZZEG0tM5CMBQvb2Btiwt3fZnTPBC7/ExkJjbP0pdv4bF7hCwZdM8vLezO7MCxIpDHret1PY2Nza3inulvb2Dw7L7tFxy8Sp5tDksYx1J2AGpFDQRIESOokGFgUS2sHkdu63H0EbEasHnCbQj9hIiaHgDK00cMsKDEJIA8Ynl6DCgVvxqt4CdJ34OamQHI2B+9ULY55GoJBLZkzX9xLsZ0yj4BJmpV5qILGPsxF0LVUsAtPPFovP6LlVQjqMtS2FdKH+nshYZMw0CmxnxHBsVr25+J/XTXF43c+ESlIExZcfDVNJMabzFGgoNHCUU0sY18LuSvmYacbRZlWyIfirJ6+TVq3qe1X/vlap3+RxFMkpOSMXxCdXpE7uSIM0CScpeSav5M15cl6cd+dj2Vpw8pkT8gfO5w9P6pLX</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xIvKqdCOH8fMSgYvUPGfdTSpSV0=">AAAB+HicbVA9TwJBEN3DL8QPTi1tNhITG8kdjZZEG0tM5CMBQvb2Btiwt3fZnTPBC7/ExkJjbP0pdv4bF7hCwZdM8vLezO7MCxIpDHret1PY2Nza3inulvb2Dw7L7tFxy8Sp5tDksYx1J2AGpFDQRIESOokGFgUS2sHkdu63H0EbEasHnCbQj9hIiaHgDK00cMsKDEJIA8Ynl6DCgVvxqt4CdJ34OamQHI2B+9ULY55GoJBLZkzX9xLsZ0yj4BJmpV5qILGPsxF0LVUsAtPPFovP6LlVQjqMtS2FdKH+nshYZMw0CmxnxHBsVr25+J/XTXF43c+ESlIExZcfDVNJMabzFGgoNHCUU0sY18LuSvmYacbRZlWyIfirJ6+TVq3qe1X/vlap3+RxFMkpOSMXxCdXpE7uSIM0CScpeSav5M15cl6cd+dj2Vpw8pkT8gfO5w9P6pLX</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xIvKqdCOH8fMSgYvUPGfdTSpSV0=">AAAB+HicbVA9TwJBEN3DL8QPTi1tNhITG8kdjZZEG0tM5CMBQvb2Btiwt3fZnTPBC7/ExkJjbP0pdv4bF7hCwZdM8vLezO7MCxIpDHret1PY2Nza3inulvb2Dw7L7tFxy8Sp5tDksYx1J2AGpFDQRIESOokGFgUS2sHkdu63H0EbEasHnCbQj9hIiaHgDK00cMsKDEJIA8Ynl6DCgVvxqt4CdJ34OamQHI2B+9ULY55GoJBLZkzX9xLsZ0yj4BJmpV5qILGPsxF0LVUsAtPPFovP6LlVQjqMtS2FdKH+nshYZMw0CmxnxHBsVr25+J/XTXF43c+ESlIExZcfDVNJMabzFGgoNHCUU0sY18LuSvmYacbRZlWyIfirJ6+TVq3qe1X/vlap3+RxFMkpOSMXxCdXpE7uSIM0CScpeSav5M15cl6cd+dj2Vpw8pkT8gfO5w9P6pLX</latexit>

row views
<latexit sha1_base64="Xn48vQPwRdAx/rOg6y8ovC2xEbk=">AAAB8HicbVDLTgJBEJz1ifhCPXqZSEw8kV0ueiR68YiJPAxsyOzQCxPmsZmZhZANX+HFg8Z49XO8+TcOsAcFK+mkUtWd7q4o4cxY3//2Nja3tnd2C3vF/YPDo+PSyWnTqFRTaFDFlW5HxABnEhqWWQ7tRAMREYdWNLqb+60xaMOUfLTTBEJBBpLFjBLrpCetJnjMYGJ6pbJf8RfA6yTISRnlqPdKX92+oqkAaSknxnQCP7FhRrRllMOs2E0NJISOyAA6jkoiwITZ4uAZvnRKH8dKu5IWL9TfExkRxkxF5DoFsUOz6s3F/7xOauObMGMySS1IulwUpxxbheff4z7TQC2fOkKoZu5WTIdEE2pdRkUXQrD68jppViuBXwkequXabR5HAZ2jC3SFAnSNauge1VEDUSTQM3pFb572Xrx372PZuuHlM2foD7zPH+1akHg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Xn48vQPwRdAx/rOg6y8ovC2xEbk=">AAAB8HicbVDLTgJBEJz1ifhCPXqZSEw8kV0ueiR68YiJPAxsyOzQCxPmsZmZhZANX+HFg8Z49XO8+TcOsAcFK+mkUtWd7q4o4cxY3//2Nja3tnd2C3vF/YPDo+PSyWnTqFRTaFDFlW5HxABnEhqWWQ7tRAMREYdWNLqb+60xaMOUfLTTBEJBBpLFjBLrpCetJnjMYGJ6pbJf8RfA6yTISRnlqPdKX92+oqkAaSknxnQCP7FhRrRllMOs2E0NJISOyAA6jkoiwITZ4uAZvnRKH8dKu5IWL9TfExkRxkxF5DoFsUOz6s3F/7xOauObMGMySS1IulwUpxxbheff4z7TQC2fOkKoZu5WTIdEE2pdRkUXQrD68jppViuBXwkequXabR5HAZ2jC3SFAnSNauge1VEDUSTQM3pFb572Xrx372PZuuHlM2foD7zPH+1akHg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Xn48vQPwRdAx/rOg6y8ovC2xEbk=">AAAB8HicbVDLTgJBEJz1ifhCPXqZSEw8kV0ueiR68YiJPAxsyOzQCxPmsZmZhZANX+HFg8Z49XO8+TcOsAcFK+mkUtWd7q4o4cxY3//2Nja3tnd2C3vF/YPDo+PSyWnTqFRTaFDFlW5HxABnEhqWWQ7tRAMREYdWNLqb+60xaMOUfLTTBEJBBpLFjBLrpCetJnjMYGJ6pbJf8RfA6yTISRnlqPdKX92+oqkAaSknxnQCP7FhRrRllMOs2E0NJISOyAA6jkoiwITZ4uAZvnRKH8dKu5IWL9TfExkRxkxF5DoFsUOz6s3F/7xOauObMGMySS1IulwUpxxbheff4z7TQC2fOkKoZu5WTIdEE2pdRkUXQrD68jppViuBXwkequXabR5HAZ2jC3SFAnSNauge1VEDUSTQM3pFb572Xrx372PZuuHlM2foD7zPH+1akHg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Xn48vQPwRdAx/rOg6y8ovC2xEbk=">AAAB8HicbVDLTgJBEJz1ifhCPXqZSEw8kV0ueiR68YiJPAxsyOzQCxPmsZmZhZANX+HFg8Z49XO8+TcOsAcFK+mkUtWd7q4o4cxY3//2Nja3tnd2C3vF/YPDo+PSyWnTqFRTaFDFlW5HxABnEhqWWQ7tRAMREYdWNLqb+60xaMOUfLTTBEJBBpLFjBLrpCetJnjMYGJ6pbJf8RfA6yTISRnlqPdKX92+oqkAaSknxnQCP7FhRrRllMOs2E0NJISOyAA6jkoiwITZ4uAZvnRKH8dKu5IWL9TfExkRxkxF5DoFsUOz6s3F/7xOauObMGMySS1IulwUpxxbheff4z7TQC2fOkKoZu5WTIdEE2pdRkUXQrD68jppViuBXwkequXabR5HAZ2jC3SFAnSNauge1VEDUSTQM3pFb572Xrx372PZuuHlM2foD7zPH+1akHg=</latexit>

(c) A nested back-end that uses a sparse
matrix representation.

Figure 5. A nested back-end may return row-views that can, in concert, operate on a large, shared data structure.

Table 2. 1) Memory-inefficient. 2) Explained in Sec. 2.4.2. 3)
Cannot use nested back-end here.

Front-End Compatibility
Back-End Seq. Map Matrix2)
HashMap ✓ ✓ ✓
Immutable ✓ ✓ ✓
Indexed ✓ ✓ ✓
SortedArray ✓ ✓ ✓
Trie ✓ ✓ ✓

Array ✓ 1) ✓

Reverse ✓ 1) ✓

CSR2) (nested) 3) 3) ✓

The cursor class can then be used to navigate through the
logical view of the front-end:

assert new MapFlatCursor().key() == 0;

int val3 = new MapFlatCursor()

.tuple()

.tuple()

.tuple().value();

assert val3 == 3*2 + 1;

Additionally, the cursor supports random access with con-
stant time complexity. The following code has the same effect
as calling tuple N times, but runs in constant time:

assert new MapFlatCursor().tuple(3).value() == val3;

3.2 Collection of Front-Ends
We provide three basic front-ends: a sequence, a hash map,
and a matrix. All of these use back-ends to store their data.
The Sequence is the simplest collection in our case study,

implementing an ordered collection of elements. The se-
quence implements Java’s java.util.List interface,meaning
that it can be used as a drop-in replacement for Java’s lists.

We implement the java.util.Map interface in a class called
MapFlat that uses a back-end to store its data. The logical
representation of the map is a sequence of key/value pairs,
expressed by the C♭ expression*(hash) →∥ (key, value). If a
key/value pair k/v where k.hashCode() = h is to be inserted,
the map will attempt to store k at the location hash×h.key

Table 3. Performance Characteristics of the used back-ends.

Back-End Performance Characteristics
HashMap Sparse, small even for few data
Immutable Cheap copies, sparse
Indexed Fast way to find position by hash code
SortedArray Sparse array with efficient in-order iteration
Trie Fast access and insert, sparse
Array Fast access and insert, dense
Reverse Like ArrayBackend, but reverse the data order
CSR2) (nested) Uses little memory, fast row-major iteration

and v at the location hash×h.value (the shorthand hash×h
denotes h repetitions of hash). If this location is not empty,
but the key that is already inserted does not equal k , there is a
hash collision. The map resolves collisions by linear probing:
the pair k/v will be inserted at the next location that does not
yet contain a key/value pair. When accessing a value by key,
the algorithm has to be aware of this particular strategy and
potentially iterate in a similar fashion to reach the value.
The Matrix class uses a nested back-end to store its two-

dimensional data.

3.3 Collection of Back-Ends
We provide a number of back-ends, overviewed in Tab. 2 and
Tab. 3. As expected, all possible combinations of back-ends
and front-ends are legal, but not all are memory-efficent.

There are only five operations that every back-end needs
to implement. They are:

1. T get(final int i): access a value at location i.
2. Backend<T> set(final int i, final T x): set a value

at location i.
3. Backend<T> clearAll(): delete all values.
4. int maxIdxOverapproximation(): return an over-

approximation for the latest position that does con-
tain a non-null value.

5. Backend<T> emptyCopy(): return a similar back-end
with no values contained (but apply internal size hints,
etc, where applicable).

Because many algorithms can be expressed by only relying
on these five operations, back-ends come with a number of
extra methods (like range-updates, and -queries, iterators,
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Table 4. Data structures used in the evaluation. The matrix
does not demonstrate C3 as a full-featured matrix library
would be out of scope for the evaluation.

Name C♭ Expression Claims Sec.
Sequence *(next) → elem 1–4 Sec. 4.1.1
Hash Map *(hash) →∥ (key, value) 1–4 Sec. 4.1.2
2D Matrix Nested Sequences 1, 2, 4 Sec. 4.1.3

etc.) that have a default implementation. That means that
an implementer of a new back-end does not need to imple-
ment these herself. However, it often makes sense to provide
custom implementations, where these can outperform the
defaults. Other methods provided by back-ends and used in
e.g., the implementation of the Matrix class are explained in
Sec. 4.1.1.

Switching Representations All methods that modify a
back-end have return type Back-end<T>. This makes it easy
for a back-end to return a different back-end object on modi-
fications. This may be a back-end of a different kind (e.g.,
moving from sparse to dense at a certain threshold) but not
necessarily, e.g., an immutable back-end will return a copy of
itself with the requested change.

4 Evaluation
We evaluate C♭ through a prototype implementation in Java.
We use it to build a number of data structures. Using these,
we demonstrate the following claims:

C1. C♭ data structures can have low overhead compared
to Java implementations.

C2. C♭ collection implementations are straightforward due
to abstracting away layout concerns.

C3. C♭ cursors are expressive enough to implement full-
featured collections.

C4. C♭ data structures can be tuned to specific use cases
by using different storage implementations, offering both
size-over-performance and performance-over-size
tradeoffs.

We demonstrate C1 by comparing the algorithms imple-
mented in the C♭ versions with the ones in Java’s standard
library. Although subjective, we demonstrate C2 by listing
core methods of our implementation and comparing to Java
implementations. We demonstrate C3 by implementing two
data structures, lists and hash maps, with the same (large)
interface as their corresponding JDK implementation. We
demonstrate C4 by showing how different benchmarks be-
nefit from picking the right back-end implementation – and
how our data structures can, in these cases, outperform the
Java collections. The data structures that we implement are
listed in Tab. 4.

4.1 Expressiveness and Ease of Use/Complexity
To our knowledge, C♭ is sufficiently expressive to implement
tree shaped data structures. Using C♭ front-ends, more com-
plicated data structures like graphs can be implemented for
instance by using the standard adjacency list or adjacency
matrix representations.

In this section, we provide qualitative evidence for C2, that
using our C♭ implementation can make implementation of
data structures easier. This claim’s correctness is hard to
prove, generally, so we show how the implementations we
implement differ in crucial parts from the implementations in
Java’s standard library. Java’s standard library is highly optim-
ised, often ignoring standard software engineering practise
by trading code readability for performance—a reader should
keep this in mind when comparing C♭ implementations with
Java implementations.

In this section, we also provide evidence for C3, that using
C♭ permits implementation of full-featured collections, mean-
ing in our Java-context: collections that implement complete
interfaces from Java’s standard library.
C♭ front-ends in our implementation rely on back-ends

that resemble arrays that grow dynamically with the data
stored into them (additional non-array-like back-ends would
make sense for some use cases, see Sec. 6).

4.1.1 Case Study: Sequence
An excerpt of the class Sequence, our list implementation,
was shown in Fig. 2. Java lists present their contents with a
sequential interface with both the ability to access data by
index, as well as via iterators, etc. Using the C♭ expression
*(next) → elem, the sequence is just a thin wrapper on top
of a back-end.

The sequence starts by declaring its simple cursor logic and
internal data that it contains.4 To append a value at the back
of the sequence (an operation we benchmark in Sec. 4.2.1),
the data is inserted into the backend using the tail cursor,
and the cursor is advanced one step. For comparison, consider
the ArrayList.add method from Java 8 (included in Fig. 6 for
convenience), where add looks very similar, but also needs to
call code to re-grow the internal data in case that’s needed to
host the new datum. This turns out to be much more complex
than the primary task of the method, i.e., adding an element.
In the C♭ implementation, this is handled automatically by
the back-end, making the implementation of add simpler.

Therefore, even a very simple data structure like a sequence
can be simplified, by relying on our implementation of C♭.
The full class is 136 SLOC and extends the abstract class List
(28 methods).

4We make slight changes to all code presented in the paper to fit the page
layout, like removing public/private access modifiers, shortening method
names, etc.
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public boolean add(T e) {

ensureCapInternal(size + 1);

data[size++] = e;

return true;

}

void ensureCapInternal(int minCap) {

if (data == EMPTY_DATA) {

minCap =

Math.max(DEFAULT_CAPACITY,

minCap);

}

ensureExplicitCap(minCap);

}

void ensureExplicitCap(int minCap) {

// overflow−conscious code
if (minCap - data.length > 0) {

grow(minCap);

}

}

void grow(int minCap) {

// overflow−conscious code
int oldCap = data.length;

int newCap = oldCap

+ (oldCap >> 1);

if (newCap - minCap < 0) {

newCap = minCap;

}

if (newCap - MAX_ARRAY_SIZE > 0) {

newCap = hugeCap(minCap);

}

// minCap is usually close to
// size, so this is a win:
data = Arrays.copyOf(data, newCap);

}

Figure 6. The add implementation of java.util.List needs
to grow the internal data array. The C♭ implementation in
Fig. 2 does not need to concern itself with that complexity.

4.1.2 Case Study: Hash Map
Our implementation is very concise: MapFlat::put, perhaps
the most complex method, is 19 lines of code long, and calls
a single helper method that is one line long. For reference,
HashMap.put is 169 SLOC (39 SLOC for its implementation
and a further 130 SLOC for the used helper methods5). Note
that there are at least two underlying reasons for this differ-
ence: first, java.util.Hash-Map manages its layout internally
and needs extra code to do that (it uses an array of bins to
store its data) while this complexity is abstracted away when

5HashMap.resize: 71 SLOC, HashMap.treeifyBin: 18 SLOC,
HashMap.putTreeVal: 41 SLOC.

private static double dot(

final Backend<Double> a,

final Backend<Double> b) {

final MutableDouble ret = new MutableDouble(0.0);

b.joinInner(a, (y, x) -> ret.x += x*y);

return ret.x;

}

public Matrix multiply(Matrix b) {

if (this.cols != b.rows) {

throw new ...;

}

Matrix res = new Matrix(

this.rows,

b.cols,

(NestedBackend<Double>)backend.emptyCopy());

this.backend.foreachNonNull(i ->

b.backend.foreachColNonNull(j -> {

res.put(i,

j,

dot(getRow(i), b.getCol(j)));

}));

return res;

}

Figure 7. A Matrix implementation in C♭ that uses itera-
tion methods on back-ends. Back-ends can specialise these
methods for better performance.

using C♭ back-ends. Second, java.util.HashMap is highly op-
timised, it would likely require fewer lines of code if it was
less optimised6. Consequently, we do not claim that this dif-
ference in length is purely due to using C♭, just that the C♭
implementation is concise. The full class is 87 SLOC and ex-
tends AbstractMap (25 methods). Note that both the map and
the sequence are able to make use of inheritance.

4.1.3 Case Study: Matrix
The implementations in Java’s standard library are not ne-
cessarily representative of the code most programmers write.
As these classes are relied on by many users, they are heavily
optimised and do not necessarily follow established coding
practice. To compare C♭ to less optimised Java code, we im-
plement two simple matrix classes which support matrix
multiplication: one using C♭ and one written in pure Java.
We compare these two implementations here, and evaluate
their multiplication performance in Sec. 4.3.

The C♭ Matrix represents a matrix of double values using a
nested back-end, which contains rows of matrix data, making
the front-end view the data in a row-major fashion (this does
not imply that data must have this layout, as explained later
6For instance, java.util.HashMap will turn bins that contain many val-
ues into trees after a certain size, to mitigate performance problems from
bad hash code implementations.
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in the performance evaluation). We implement the standard
matrix multiplication algorithm that traditionally has the
asymptotic complexityO(N 3) forN×N matrixmultiplication.
In C♭, however, the complexity of that algorithm depends on
the implementation of the back-end used to store the matrix’
data.
The algorithm for multiplication, see Fig. 7, is structur-

ally similar to what a programmer in traditional Java would
write, but essentially replaces for loops with iteration meth-
ods on back-ends. The key feature here is that operations like
joinInner, foreachNonNull, and foreachColNonNull can be
overridden by the back-end implementations. The joinInner
operation takes two back-ends, and executes an inner join (like
in a relational data base) by calling the passed anonymous
function for each pair of non-null values x ,y that are stored at
the same location in the two back-ends. The foreachNonNull

and foreachColNonNull operations call the passed anonym-
ous function with each row- or column-index of rows or
columns that store non-null data.

The dot() operation relies on joinInner(). If this method
is implemented by a back-end to have a complexity in the or-
der of the number non-null values, rather than the number of
rows/columns of thematrix,multiplication can bemuch faster.
Consider calling joinInner() to join two ArrayBackends,
each containing V values distributed over N slots, where
V ≪ N : the algorithm has to go through both back-ends
to check whether they contain a non-null value at a given
index and, if so, call the passed anonymous function, using an
O(N ) algorithm. In comparison, two SortedArrayBackends
(see Fig. 4d) can be joined much more efficiently, as the join
algorithm just has to compare the already ordered position
arrays of both back-ends (see Sec. 2.4.1 and Fig. 4d). A pro-
grammer of a matrix needs no knowledge of any of this, as
a user of the matrix can try which representation performs
best for her specific use case.

4.2 Performance Comparison with java.util

Collections
We show that C♭ data structures can get near Java’s stand-
ard library (but are slower in most cases) for common op-
erations, when provided the right back-end. We compare
the classes java.util.ArrayList, java.util.LinkedList and
java.util.HashMap to the combinations in Tab. 2). These are
not strawman collections: Java’s Map interface, and the HashMap
were added to Java 1.2, in 1998 and have been updated, tuned
and optimised for ≈20 years, while our backends have not
been optimised as much.
We use micro benchmarks running the most important

methods. The back-end that works well for the list in most
cases is the ArrayBackend, which gives the our implement-
ation performance characteristics very close to java.util.

ArrayList. For the hashmap, the back-end called TrieBackend
works best in most cases. This back-end splits the integer
position into its four consecutive bytes and uses those as
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(a) Inserting at the front of a list, see Sec. 4.2.1.
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(b) Appending at the end of a list, see Sec. 4.2.1.

Figure 8. Inserting data at the front or back of a list. At the
back, our implementation is comparable to java’s collections,
while at the front, none of our back-ends can reach the linked
list (a back-end encapsulating a linked list would likely work
well here).

indices into a 256-ary tree. The back-end is relatively space-
inefficient when it contains only few elements but works
better the more data is stored.

4.2.1 List Performance
We compare the performance of our Sequence and Java’s
linked- and array-list implementations by benchmarking the
time it takes to add a value to the list (at the front and at the
back). We also measure the time it takes to access a list at a
random location.

Add at the front of a list. This benchmark, whose results
are shown in Fig. 8a, inserts a single value at the beginning of
a list of length N , increasing its length by one. This use case
is a pathological use of java.util.ArrayList, and most of our
back-ends, as all the data in the list has to be moved to the
right by one. Java’s linked list (java.util.LinkedList) stands
out: inserting at the beginning of the linked list has constant
time complexity, as the list only needs to allocate a new node
and link it into the list. ReverseBackend is a back-end that
contains another back-end (an ArrayBackend in this case)
with reversed order. This means that inserting at the beginning
of a Sequence backed by a ReverseBackend is a constant time
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(a) Checking whether a non-existing value is in a list, see Sec. 4.3.1.
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(b) Checking whether a non-existing value is in a map, see Sec. 4.3.1.

Figure 9. A single back-end, IndexedBackend, can be used
to speed up operations on both the list and the map. This
back-end maintains an index of the values it stores, making
it cheap to find their location.

operation – but appending to the list would instead be expens-
ive (c.f. Fig. 8b). We think that a backend based on a linked
list would perform comparable (but with some overhead) to
java.util.LinkedList but currently don’t have such an im-
plementation. Compared to the java.util.ArrayList, and to
the backend implementations we have, the ReverseBackend
is better or comparable for all tested lengths.
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Figure 10.Accessing a random location in a list, see Sec. 4.2.1.

The benchmark in Fig. 8b appends a single value at the end
of a list. Most lists deal well with this use case, as the append
operation has constant time complexity in these cases. The
back-end that stands out negatively is the ReverseBackend,
which needs to shift all the elements back by one to fit the
new element.

Access random location in a list. The benchmark in Fig. 10
measures the the time it takes to access a random value in
a list of length N using the same sequence of locations for
each data structure. Java’s array list wins, with performance
slightly better than our sequence with the ArrayBackend.

4.2.2 Hash Map Performance
We compare the performance of our map to Java’s HashMap
by looking at inserting and accessing data.

Access random existing string key The benchmark in
Fig. 11a accesses a random key in a map containing N key/-
value pairs where the keys are strings. Using our map, to-
gether with the TrieBackend, we are able to reach perform-
ance close to Java’s hash map.
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(a) Accessing a string key in a map data structure, see
Sec. 4.2.2.
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(b) Inserting string keys into a map data structure.

Figure 11.Map access and insertion.

Insert non-existing string key The benchmark in Fig. 11b
inserts N key/value pairs into an initially empty map data
structure. The TrieBackend back-end starts out slower than
Java’s hash map, but its performance gradually climbs to
match it for larger values of N . We believe the slow perform-
ance for lower values of N to be due to the TrieBackend
requiring large amounts of memory (it is a 256-ary tree). A
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data structure that might work better would be a mutable
hash-array mapped trie [Bagwell 2001].

4.2.3 Matrix Performance
For the matrix, we use a nested back-end (Sec. 2.4.2). As a
simple experiment, we benchmark the multiplication of dense
(100% of values are defined) matrices, with sizes varying from
10 × 10 to 1000 × 1000 and compare it to a Java-only baseline.
The baseline is simply a matrix that arranges all of its data
in a double[] array in row-major or column-major order (it
uses a boolean field to track whether it is in row- or column
major representation). The multiplication algorithm is the
same, but uses for-loops in an idiomatic way where the C♭
implementation uses iteration methods. When multiplying
dense N × N matrices, the results in Fig. 14a shows that, for
N ranging from 10 to 1000, the Java baseline implementation
performs significantly better than our C♭ implementation for
small matrices; for large matrices, the CSR back-end and the
array back-end both catch up,not quite reaching the baseline’s
performance. We believe the difference for small matrices to
be due to pointer-chasing effects (our matrix contains a back-
end which contains more data structures before the actual
data is being reached, while the Java-only matrix contains
only a double[] array). The overhead of these effects, relative
to the amount of work, gets smaller with increasing work.

4.3 Tuning Performance by Changing Physical
Representation

We now show how using different back-ends can yield data
structures that either perform better for a specific operation,
or that require less memory.

4.3.1 Reducing Computation Time
For the sequence and the hash map, we show how using one
single specialised back-end class can speed up operations on
two different data structures. For the matrix, we show how a
specialised back-end speeds up sparse matrix multiplication.

First, we look at the performance of the list’s indexOf(..)
and the map’s containsValue(..) operations, which both
check whether a given value is contained in the collection.
Both of these data structures traditionally implement these
operations with linear complexity – they have to iterate over
all contained data to check for value membership.

With C♭, we can improve these operations using a single
backend class: the IndexedBackend stores its data in a hash
map, but it also maintains a second hash map that maps the
hashes of its values to the value’s locations. This means that
this back-end supports searching the location of a value effi-
ciently.

We initialise a collection with N values and search the in-
dex of a non-existing value using the indexOf or containsValue
methods. The C♭ collections using the IndexedBackend out-
perform the corresponding Java collections by (roughly) an

order of magnitude for large values of N , as Figs. 9a and 9b
show.

For the matrix, the back-ends we use are the CSRBackend,
as a representative of a nested back-end that does not rep-
resent its internal rows as separate back-ends (sparse, see
Sec. 2.4.2), a nested back-end like in Fig. 5a (constructed from
an ArrayBackend containing ArrayBackend rows), and a
nested back-end constructed from a SortedArrayBackend
containing SortedArrayBackend rows (sparse, a non-nested
sorted array is depicted in Fig. 4d). All the back-ends used
have been specialised manually to store primitive double

values internally, rather than java.lang.Double objects, to
make the comparison to the baseline implementation fair.
Additionally, as all our nested back-ends are row-major by
design, but matrix multiplication works better with a column-
major storage on the right hand side, we added a back-end
TransposedBackend to our framework that wraps a back-
end and translates all accesses to coordinates (i, j) to accesses
on the inner back-end at locations (j, i) and use that wrap-
per in the experiment. This means that we can implement
column-major storage of a matrix wholly at the back-end
level, without the matrix having to implement this feature–
making the C♭ matrix somewhat simpler than the baseline
implementation.
For sparse data, our results in Fig. 14b consistently show

our CSR back-end outperforming the Java baseline as well
as the sorted array back-end. This is not surprising—using
the CSR back-end, the algorithm simply has less work to do.
The key takeaway is that a user does neither need to fully
understand the algorithm, nor the back-ends involved, she
merely needs to find a back-end that happens to work well
in practice.

4.3.2 Reducing Memory Usage
Just like we can use the choice of back-end to save compu-
tation time, we can choose a back-end to cut down on the
memory required to store data. This can make C♭ front-ends
an acceptable choice where their Java-equivalent wouldn’t
be. For example, Java’s lists are rarely used for sparse data
– Fig. 12 offers explanation why: the memory required per
non-null element is too high.

Fig. 12 shows the memory required to store a list of length
N with various back-ends. Using a back-end that does not
require space for null elements like SortedArrayBackend,
we can reduce the memory cost without modifying the list.
Such lists can be useful to, e.g., store rows in a sparse row-
major matrix.

Sparse lists are relatively simple, hash maps are more com-
plex. Using a sorted array back-end, we can nearly half the
memory compared to Java’s HashMap (c.f. Fig. 13).

4.4 Conclusion of Evaluation
We have provided evidence for the claims presented at the
beginning of this section:
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Figure 12. Sequence sparseness vs. length vs. memory usage. Memory savings increase with amount of null values. The y-axis
shows the amount of memory used per non-null value.
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Figure 13. The memory a map with N key/value pairs
requires per inserted key/value pair. Omitting data for
ImmutableBackend, as the used data structure [Steindorfer
and Vinju 2015] does not report its size in bytes.

C1 C♭ data structures can have low overhead compared to
Java implementations. We have shown, in Sec. 4.2, that
execution time for important methods of the Sequence

and MapFlat implementations are comparable (yet often
not quite as good; the lager the collections are, the better
our implementations tend to perform) to Java’s ArrayList
and HashMap, respectively.

C2 While a departure from the traditionalway of implementing
collections, C♭ code is straightforward. We have shown, in
Sec. 4.1, that our sequence, map, and matrix are concise
and high-level.

C3 C♭ implementations can be as full-featured as implement-
ations that access the physical representation directly. We
have two data structures (Sequence and MapFlat) imple-
menting Java’s List and Map interface, respectively. Both
of these interfaces have significant size (the list interface
has 28 methods, the map interface has 25).

C4 C♭ collections are tunable. We have shown, in Sec. 4.3,
that we can use specialised back-ends to improve the
performance of operations that Java’s Lists, and HashMap
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(a) The baseline implementation is significantly faster for small mat-
rix sizes, C♭ implementations improve with larger matrices, almost
catching up at N = 1000.
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(b) Using a CSRBackend, we can tune multiplication performance
for sparse matrices (for N = 1000, the speedup over the baseline is
5.7×).

Figure 14. Performance of matrix multiplication for selected
back-ends, and comparing sparse vs. dense matrices.
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do not excel at using the example of testing whether they
contained a value. We also showed how a specialised
back-end speeds up multiplication of sparse matrices (see
Fig. 14a).

5 Related Work
Synthesis of Data Structures. Work on data representation
synthesis [Hawkins et al. 2011] produces specialisable data
structure implementations from high-level descriptions. The
work can synthesise containers that can hold components
that are indexed with a number of index keys. Each unique
combination of index keys stores an associated value record.
In comparison, while representation synthesis produces full-
blown data structures, C♭ abstracts away the spine of data
structures but lets a programmer implement the logic. C♭ is, in
our view, more expressive, but also demands more code from
programmers. In a similar vein, the Koloboke-compile project
produces Java-hash map implementations and can produce
sophisticated algorithmic optimisations. For example, a map
that does not support removing keys can use a more efficient
algorithm than one that does. C♭ is more general – users can
implement new front-ends without modifying the compiler.

Generating (parts of) data structures is established practice
in today’s software engineering. For example in Java there
are libraries that provide data structures that are specialised
to all combinations of primitive values for their type para-
meter. This can lead to reduced memory requirements and
increased cache performance. One such example is Trove
[2018], that provides lists, maps, etc. that specialise their key/-
value parameters. Trove uses code generation to produce the
repetitive code for these specialisations. Trove implements
the layout of a data structure manually and specialises it to
different key/value types. This is orthogonal to C♭ and the
Trove approach might also be useful to specialise back-ends.

Closely related work is work on just-in-time data structures
[De Wael 2015]. In this work, a user can implement a data
structure in a number of different ways and get automatic
switching between data representations. This is a feature
very similar to our tunable data structures. The work shows
that such data structures that adapt their representation on
the fly can significantly improve the performance of large
benchmarks. C♭ differs because a front-end needs to be im-
plemented only once, and is then freely composed with the
available back-ends, while the user of just-in-time data struc-
ture has to implement all the combinations from scratch.

Adaptive Data Structures Adaptive data structures them-
selves are not a new idea andhave been used inmany contexts,
from data bases [Mitra et al. 2013] to parallelism [Sagonas and
Winblad 2018]. In C♭, adaptive behaviour can be implemen-
ted by switching between back-end representations during
program execution.
C♭ is somewhat similar in spirit to work by Bolz et al.

[2013] that implement storage strategies that optimise the

representation of monomorphic collections at the JIT level.
This allows e.g., storing unboxed integer representations, but
does not focus on e.g., sparse vs. dense collections. Bolz et
al.’s collections use the strategy pattern to interact with the
underlying representation, focusing on efficient storage of
objects of different types. A collection can change storage
strategy over time to respond to changes in the objects it
stores. The ability to change storage over time is something
we have considered but not investigated for C♭. For example,
we could support changing between sparse and dense rep-
resentation with respect to some threshold value, or change
from a back-end that premiers efficient insertion to one that
premiers efficient look-up, as data enters a stable state. The
unified external interface to back-ends would facilitate this
kind of optimisation. Automatically identifying triggering
points for changing back-ends, and automatic choice of back-
end on a change point are interesting directions for future
work.

Language Support for Data Layout The impact on data
layout on performance has been well-studied in the past. Two
common techniques are pooling [Franz and Kistler 1998] –
placing objects together in memory based on e.g., type, alloc-
ation site or profiling information, often in combination with
splitting pooling [Chilimbi and Shaham 2006; Curial et al.
2008; van der Spek et al. 2010; Wang et al. 2012]. Lattner et
al. 2003; 2005 apply static analysis to C and C++ program
to perform allocation in a cache-friendly way, and Calder et.
al. 1998 use dynamic profiling information. Aforementioned
systems above are all transparent to the programmer. Franco
et. al 2017 proposed SHAPES, a high-level programming lan-
guage where layout parameters are used to pool and split
objects in a memory-safe way. Whereas in C♭ “business lo-
gic” and storage is separated, SHAPES conflates them, albeit
in a tractable way. A SHAPES program may be tuned by
changing e.g., how objects in a pool are split or ordered, but
cannot change on a fundamental level like changing from
array-based to hashmap-based.
Gibbon [Vollmer et al. 2017] compiles large immutable

algebraic data types to packed representations that have be-
nefits for operations that operate on, say, all contained values
in bulk. It is less flexible than C♭ but being in the compiler
means that it can likely produce more optimal code.

6 Future Work
The current implementation works well for the data struc-
tures we chose in Sec. 4. However, the data structures we
chose are all degenerate trees: a list, a hash map, a matrix,
and a red-black-tree (omitted from the evaluation for brev-
ity). Our current implementation of a red-black-tree has bad
performance: the reason is that some operations in trees
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that are very cheap in “standard” Java can not be implemen-
ted in C♭ back-ends easily. Consider the following opera-
tion in Java that moves a sub-tree in a binary tree node:
n.left = n.right; n.right = null.

The same operation in current C♭ would physically move
all the memory from the right subtree to the corresponding
locations in the left subtree. This requires linear time, O(N ),
where N is the number of nodes reachable from n.

We are aware of two solutions to this issue. The first solu-
tion is to build a back-end that tracks move-subtree oper-
ations symbolically (rather than executing the expensive
physical move). This can be done with no changes to our
current implementation, but it puts extra cost on reads. The
second solution generates a back-end that mirrors the ex-
pression’s shape, for every C♭ expression. For a binary tree
expression, the internal storage of such a back-end would be
binary tree-shaped, with the same cheap move operation as
the normal Java implementation. This requires changes to
the implementation and a refactoring of the back-end library
but would provide performance close to a traditional Java
implementation – while still having the ability to benefit from
the back-ends presented in Sec. 4 for trees that are not often
re-balanced (like red-black-trees that are modified rarely, but
read many times).

7 Conclusion
We have presented C♭, a novel approach to implementing
collections where the implementation of the logical front-end
is separated from the back-end storage. This separation keeps
the front-end implementation simple and allows the same
front-end to be reused with different back-ends as access
patterns and non-functional requirements vary between use
cases. Similarly, it allows improvements made to the back-end
of one collection to have positive effects to other collections
using the same back-end. Our prototype implementation
shows that C♭ can produce collections with performance that
is tunable and fit for most practical uses, and that the front-
end implementations can be kept simple without sacrificing
expressivity of individual collections. There is still work to
be done (c.f. Sec. 6), but our preliminary results suggest that
C♭ can make front-ends and back-ends work in harmony to
efficiently implement full-scale collection libraries.
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